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Let A be a monoid algebra presented by a complete rewriting system R over an alphabet Z and 
let S be a right rewriting system over Z which is complete over R. We give an effective way to 
construct a free resolution of the right A-module associated with S. As an application an upper 
bound of the global dimension of A is given. 
1. Introduction 
Squier [5] proved that if a monoid A4 is defined by a finite complete rewriting 
system, then the monoid algebra of Mover the integers Z satisfies some homological 
finiteness condition, and using this fact he gave a monoid which has a solvable word 
problem but cannot be presented by a finite complete rewriting system (see [4,6]). 
In fact, he showed that if a monoid A4 is presented by a finite complete rewriting 
system, then there is the following exact sequence of right A-modules: 
F,-F,-F,-A-Z-Q, 
where A =MZ is the monoid algebra of M over Z and Fj are finitely generated free 
right A-modules. On the other hand, Anick [l] gave a general method to construct 
a free resolution of a base field over a given augmented algebra and studied some 
homological properties of the algebra. 
In this paper, based on their ideas, we give a way to construct a free resolution 
of the trivial module over the monoid algebra A = A4K over a commutative ring K 
of a monoid M presented by a complete rewriting system R. More generally, we con- 
sider a right rewriting system S over R and construct a free resolution of the right 
A-module associated with S. As an application of it we can give a upper bound of 
the global dimension of the algebra A. Our method is constructive and gives an ef- 
fective way to compute the homology of a given monoid algebra, 
In Section 2 we recall some basic notions about rewriting systems. Section 3 con- 
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tains the construction of our resolution and the proof of its exactness. In Section 
4, we give a completion procedure of a right rewriting system and prove its correct- 
ness. In Section 5, applications of our construction and some concrete examples are 
given. 
For terminology about homology we refer to [2]. About the noetherian induction 
which will be used as a fundamental tool in our proofs, see [5]. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let _Z be a nonempty finite set called an alphabet and let _Z’* denote the free 
monoid generated by C. The empty word 1 is an identity element of Z*. We set 
,z+=z*-(1). 
We consider two (possibly infinite) subsets R and S of Z’x_Z’*. The sets R and 
S are called rewriting systems, and an element (u, u) of R U S is called a rule and writ- 
ten u -+ v. The (two-sided) reduction relation A on _Z* induced from R is defined 
asfollows:Forx,yE~*,x~yifx=x,ux2andy=xluxzforsomexl,x2E~*and 
u+ VER. The transitive reflexive closure of the relation -% is denoted by A*. 
The congruence generated by R is the transitive reflexive symmetric closure A* of 
R 
-. 
Two words x, y E_Z’* are called joinable under -%, if there is ZE,Z’* such that 
xA*z and y A*z. We express this situation as z E join(x, y). The relation -% is 
confluent, if for any x, y, WEZ* such that w 4*x and wA*y, x and y are 
joinable. It is noetherian, if there is no infinite chain xi A x2 A ..a Ax,, A **a. 
The rewriting system R is complete, if the relation -& is confluent and noetherian. 
As is well known, if R is complete, then x +%*y implies that x and y are joinable, 
that is, R is Church-Rosser. 
From now on we fix a complete rewriting system R. A word XEZ* is reducible 
under R (R-reducible), if XL y for some y EZ’*; otherwise, x is irreducible under 
R. The set of irreducible words under R is denoted by Irr(R). Since R is complete, 
for any XEZ* there is a unique 2.~ Irr(R) such that xA*$ this 8 uniquely deter- 
mined by x is called the canonical form of x. Let A4 be the quotient monoid of Z* 
modulo the congruence - R *. Since x+-%*y if and only if a=$, we sometimes 
identify the class of x modulo A* and the representative ,i? of the class. 
Next we consider the right reduction relation -% on _Z* induced from S; x A y 
if x= uxi and y = vxi for some u --t v E S. We write X= y or simply x+y, if 
x--% y or x&y. The relations a* = +* and a*= H* are the transitive 
S/R 
reflexive closure and the transitive reflexive symmetric closure of + = -, 
respectively. We say S is confluent, noetherian or complete over R, if so is + . Let 
N be the quotient set modulo tf*. Then N is a right M-set in a natural way. The 
monoid M acts on N as follows: For 2 EM and y E Z’*, j%? =F, where X denotes the 
class of x modulo ++* . Another right rewriting system T is said to be equivalent o 
SoverRif a*=- . T/R * 
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S is called R-reduced (or simply reduced), if U, u E Irr(R) for each u + u ES. S is 
prefix-free if ur is not a prefix (left factor) of u2 for any different rules ul -+ ur and 
u2 --f u2 in S. As will be shown in Section 4, for any S there exists a reduced prefix- 
free rewriting system T which is equivalent to S over R. 
3. Construction of the complex 
In this section R is a complete rewriting system and S is a reduced prefix-free right 
rewriting system which is complete over R. 
R * Let - , tf*= a*, M=.Z*@+* and N=E*/++* be as in Section 2. Let K 
be a commutative ring with 1 and A = MK be the monoid algebra of M over K. The 
module B = NK generated by N over K is a right A-module; the action of A on B 
is induced from the action of M on N. The purpose of this section is to construct 
a free resolution of the right A-module B. 
A word w in zy is a right minimal R-word, if w is reducible but every proper 
prefix of w is irreducible under R. We define the directed graph r=T(R) associated 
with R as follows: The set of vertices is Irr+(R) = Irr(R) - {l} and the set of edges 
is the set E = {(u, u) E lrr+ (R) x Irr+ (R) ) UD is a right minimal R-word}. Let V be 
the set of left hand sides of rules of S, that is, V= {U 1 u + u E S}. Since R is reduced, 
I/is a subset of Irr+(R). An n-chain (starting from V) is defined to be a sequence 
u=(u’,f?,..., u”) in Irr+(R) such that U’EV and (u~,u’+‘)EE for i=l,...,n-1, 
that is, u is a path of length n - 1 in r starting from a vertex in V. The chain u is 
simply written as u1 u2.-. u”. The set of all n-chains is denoted by @); thus 
I/(‘) = I/. Particularly we set I/(‘) = {l}. 
For XE~*, g (resp. n) means the canonical form of x with respect o A* (resp. 
-*) as well as the class of x modulo +%* (resp. -*). Let If( = V(“)K@,A 
be the free right A-module generated by I/(“). In particular, I/(‘)A =A and 
V/“‘A = VA. For X=u’ . ..u”@xE Vrm)xz* and Y=u’...u”@y~ V(“)x_E* we 
write X2 Y if u1 . ..u”&+ u ..a * 1 ~“9. We write X > Y if X2 Y and u’ . ..um.?# 
1 u ..e ~“9 in .E*. For two elements Z and W of V(“)A we write Z > W, if for every 
nonzero term Yk= (ul ... u” @p)k (k E K) in W, X > Y holds for some nonzero term 
X/C’= (U’ ... u”@Qk’ in Z. Then > is a noetherian relation on U,“=, @‘A. 
Let E = 6e: V(“A =A --f B be the surjection induced by the surjection: M+ N; 
2 --f Z;, and let i. : B + A be the K-homomorphism induced by the injection N-+ M; 
Z-+3. Note that E is an A-homomorphism of right A-modules. Let 
61: VA = V”‘A +A be the A-homomorphism defined by S,(u@ 1) = u - u for 
u -+ u E S. Since S is prefix-free, there is a unique rule u + u in S for u E I/ and so 
6i is well-defined. Next we define a K-homomorphism ii : A + VA as follows. Let 
XE C*. Since x-+*x and S is complete over R, we see 
g= UlYl, (~1YlY = U2Y2, . . . (u/&J=& (1) 
for some yi ,..., yke_E* and ui+u, ,..., r.&* ukES. These yi and Ui are uniquely 
determined by x because S is prefix-free. Define ii on M by 
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k 
il(z)= C UiOYi, 
i=l 
and extend it K-linearly to A. In particular, if 2 =K then ir(.%?) =0. 
Now, we are going to define an A-homomorphism 6, : @)A + V(“- “A and a 
K-homomorphism i, : Vcnp ‘)A --f Y(“) A inductively on n so that they satisfy the 
following four conditions: 
(a) 4-r&=0, 
(b) i,_,6,~,+6,i,=id.(fl-~),, 
(c) Mn’ ... v”@_C) I v1 ...~“@a and i,(vl~~~v”-‘~~)~vl~~~u”-‘~~, 
(d) if $2 is R-reducible, then i,&(v’ ... v”@,f) < v1 **a un@_f., else if o”B is R- 
irreducible, then i,S,(v’~~~v”~~)=~~~~~u”~~.. 
First we check that the mappings &, 6r, i. and il which have been defined above 
satisfy the conditions (a)-(d) for n = 1. It is clear that &,S, = 0. To see ioSo + d1 i, = 
id,, let XE _Z*. Then ioS,(2) =R. On the other hand with the reduction sequence (1) 
of A! to R, we have 
‘lil~‘)=‘l(~, ui@_Yj)=jl (Uj-Vi)_Yj 
=f- 5 (Uiui-(Vi_YjT)-X 
i=l 
=_C-R (mod A*). 
Thus we see (io60 + 6, iI) = A?. 
By the definitions of 6t and il, condition (c) is satisfied. Now we check condition 
(d). Let u --f u ES and XE_Z*. If ui is R-reducible, then i, d1 (U @a) = il ((ux)~) - 
il((vxy), and (ux)-,(vxT < u@A?. Thus ilS,(u@2) < u@_f. If u.? is R-irreducible, 
then ildl(~@_f)=il(af-il((vx)^). Suppose (vx~=UlY1,(ulylr=U2Y2,...,(vkYk)~= 
UX with Ur+ur,...,Uk+OkES. Then, i,(uQ=u@2+ If=, Uioyi, il((vx)A)= 
Cf=, Ui@_Yiy and we have ilS,(u@2)=u@.f. 
Now, under the assumption that do, . . . , 6, and io, . . . , in are already constructed so 
that they satisfy (a)-(d), we shall construct 6, + 1 and i,, 1 for n 2 1. By (a) and (b) 
we have 
6,i,6, =6 ?7’ 
First, define an A-homomorphism a,+ 1 : V(“+ ‘)A + V(“)A by 
(2) 
~n+,(v1...u”v”+1~1)=u1...u”~v”+1-in6,(u1...u”~u”+1). (3) 
Then by (2) we have 6,6,+ 1 =O. 
Next, we define a K-homomorphism i,, 1 : V’“‘A + V(“+ ‘)A by noetherian in- 
duction with respect to the order > as follows: Let u1 ... v” @A?E @‘)A, where 
XEC*. If ~“2 is R-irreducible, then define i,+l(vl ... u”@_C) =O. On the other 
hand, if u”,? is R-reducible, then v”g= u”u”+ ‘y, where u”u”+’ is a right minimal 
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R-word and yg_Z*. Since vnv”+’ is R-reducible, we see i,,S,(v’~~~v”@Jv”~‘) < 
vi . . . v”@ #+I by (d). Hence in6,(v1~~~v”~v”~1)~y<v1~~~v”~~ and 
in+l(in6n(v1...vnOv”+‘).y) 
is already defined by induction hypothesis. Now we define 
i,+l(ul ...v”@~)=vr...v”v”+r@y 
+ti,+l(in6,(v’..,v”Ov”+1).y). (4) 
We shall show that conditions (a)-(d) are satisfied for n + 1 again by noetherian 
induction. Since (a) has been already checked, we proceed to (b). Let vi... v” 0 
in V(“)A, where XE Z*. If v”Z is R-reducible, then v”g= v” v”+ ’ y with a right 
minimal R-word v” v”+ ’ and y EZ*. By (4) we have 
&+,i,+,(&*0”@_@ 
=~,+~(u~...u”u”+~~y)+6,+,i,+~(i,6,(v’~~~v”~v”+~)~y). (5) 
Since in~n(vl...v”Ov”+l).y< vl.+. v” @a, the induction hypothesis gives 
6,+,i,+l(i,6,(v~~~~v”~v”+1).y) 
=in~,(v~...v”~v”+~).y-i,6,(i,6,(v~~~~v”~v”+~).y). (6) 
This last term is equal to 
i,(6,i,6,(v~...v”~v”+~).y)=i,(6,(v~~~~v”~v”+~).y) (7) 
by (2). On the other hand by (3) we have 
6,+~(v~...v~v~+~~y)=v~...v”~~-~i,6,(v~...v”~v”+~).y. (8) 
By (5), (6), (7) and (8) we find 
6 n+l4ltI . (v’ . ..v”@_f)=v’ . ..v”ga-i.s,(v’...v”O~). 
If v”f is R-irreducible, then i,t,(vl~~~v”@~)=O and i,6,(v1~~~v”~~)=v1~~~v”~ 
_? by (d). In either case we get 
6 ntlb+l . (0’ . ..v”~~)+i.6,(vl...v”~~)=vl...v”~~. 
The condition (c) is clearly satisfied by definition. To check (d) let v1 ..a vntl @ 
2.~ V@+l)A with XEZ*. Then, by (3) 
~~t~(v’...v”+~~~)=v~...v”~(v~+*X)~-~i,~,(v~...v”~v”+‘).~. 
Since v” 0” t ’ is R-reducible, in~,(vl~~~v”~v”tl)~~< v~~-~v”v”~‘@~. Thus, if 
V n+li is R-reducible, 6,+~(v1~~~v”t1~~)<v1~~~v”~1~0. Therefore, by (c) we 
find in+16,+1(v1~~-v”t1~~) < u’,..v”+~@_?. If u”+‘_jZ is R-irreducible, then 
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by (4). 
The conditions (a) and (b) imply that (V(“)A,6,) is a complex with a chain 
homotopy. Thus, we finally obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1. Under the situation above we have a free resolution of the right 
A-module B: 
+ I/‘“‘A ?, v(“- “A 4 . . . ---+...- I/A-A&B-O. 0 (9) 
Remark 3.2. If R U S is finite, then Y(“) are all finite, and so @)A are finitely 
generated free A-modules in (9). 
4. Completion procedure 
There is a well-known completion procedure for (two-sided) rewriting systems 
(see [3]). In this section we shall study a completion procedure for right rewriting 
systems. Let R and S be as in Section 2, and suppose that R is complete but S is 
not necessarily complete. The following theorem gives a sufficient and necessary 
condition for S to be complete over R. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose S is noetherian over R. Then S is complete over R, if and 
only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) G and v are joinable under S/R (=+) for any U~VES. 
(2) If u, = u2x for different rules u1 -+ v1 and u2 + v2 in S and XEZ*, then v2x 
and v1 are joinable under + . 
(3) If u -+ v is in S and ux is a right minimal R-word for XE Irr+(R), that is, 
(u,x) is a 2-chain, then (uxr and vx are joinable under --t . 
Proof. Since the necessity of the conditions is clear, we shall show the sufficiency. 
A word x with two different reductions x+x, and x+x, is said to have an ‘ambigui- 
ty’. The ambiguity is ‘resolvable’ if x1 andx2 are joinable. To show the sufficiency we 
have to prove that all the ambiguities are resolvable under the conditions. There are 
three types of ambiguities to be considered as follows: 
(i) u=xay with x,y~Z*, U+UES and a+/3~R. 
(ii) u,=u2xwithxEZ*andul+or, u2-+v2~S. 
(iii) ux=ycw with XEZ+, ye-Z*, U+VES and a+b~R. 
Ambiguities of types (i) and (ii) are resolvable by conditions (1) and (2). We prove 
the resolvability of the ambiguity ux=ya, of type (iii) by noetherian induction with 
respect to the relation > (= +‘). If ux is a right minimal R-word, it is resolvable 
by condition (3). Suppose ux has a proper prefix which is a right minimal R-word, 
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then ~x=y~a~y~, where yl E-X*, y2e.Z+, al -+ pi E R and yl czl is a right minimal 
R-word. If lul< l ylal 1, then yl al = uxl for x1 EZ+. By condition (3), z E 
join(uxi, (ux,)^) for some ZEZ*. Since R is complete, (UX)^E join((uxiry,, y/3). 
Since zy, *+ (uxl)^y2 +*(uxT and (ux~~y2ly1P~y2<ylaly2, 2~2 and (UXT are 
joinable by induction hypothesis. Therefore, ux = uxl y2 and y/I are joinable and the 
ambiguity is resolvable. If IuI 2 1 ylal 1, then by condition (l), z. E join(o, ti) for 
some ZE_Z*. A similar argument to the above shows resolvability of the ambiguity 
in this case. q 
Remark 4.2. If S is reduced over R, then (1) in Theorem 4.1 is satisfied. If S is 
prefix-free, then (2) is satisfied. 
Let < be a well order (total order with descending chain condition) on Z* satisfy- 
ing the right compatibility: 
x<y implies xz<yz for x, y,z~Z*. 
Then, any nonempty subset of S has a unique minimal element, and also it holds 
that 
u<ux and u<xu for XEZ’ and UEZ*. 
One of such orders is the lexicographic order induced from a total order < on Z 
defined as follows: x<y if either 
I4<lvl, or 
Ixl=l~l d = an x ax,, y=by, with a,bEZ, xl,yl~Z* such that either a<b or 
both a = b and xi <y, . 
From now on we suppose that each rule u -+ o in R U S satisfies u > u. Our comple- 
tion procedure is based on the order <. 
In the following we give two procedures which return, given a system S, a reduced 
system REDUCE(S) and a prefix-free system FACTOROUT equivalent to S, 
respectively. 
Procedure REDUCE(S), 
s,=0; 
while S#0 do begin 
pick up u+v~S; 
s:=s-{u+o); 
if ti>o^ then Sc,:=Sc,U(ti+o^} 
else if O>ti then S,:=S,U{t?+fi}; 
end; 
return( 
For (u,, ui), (u2, 02) E Z* x Z* we write (ui, ul) < (u2, u2), if either ul < u2 or ui = u2 
and u,<u2. Then < is a well order on Z*xZ*. 
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Procedure FACTOROUT( 
while S is not prefix-free do begin 
pick up different u1 + ul, u2 + u2 E S such that u1 = u2x with xeC*; 
if (ZQ, u2)>(u1, or) (this happens only if x= 1 and u2> or) 
then S:=S- {u2+ 4) 
else S:=S-{u,-+u,}; 
if (u2xr > Or then S:= S U {(u2x)^ --f Cl} 
else if Or > (u2x)^ then S:= S U {Cl ---, (u2x)*}; 
end; 
return(S); 
Lemma 4.3. Z_f S is finite, then Procedure REDUCE terminates and gives a reduced 
system equivalent to S over R. q 
Lemma 4.4. If S is finite, then Procedure FACTOROUT terminates and gives a 
prefix-free system equivalent o S. Moreover, if S is reduced, it gives a prefix-free 
reduced system. 0 
The proofs of the lemmas are immediate; the termination of Procedure FACTOR- 
OUT is guaranteed by the descending chain condition of the order < . The following 
lemma is easily seen from the observation that if a rule u + u is removed in 
Procedure FACTOROUT, then it is covered by other rules u’+ u’ such that 
(u’, u’)< (u, u). 
Lemma 4.5. If a rule u --f u is in S but is out of T= FACTOROUT( then there 
exist u2, . . . , u,, u,, . . . . u, EL?‘* such that 
(1) uj<u for i=2 ,..., n and ui<u for i=l,..., n, 
(2) ~~~landeitherU;~~ior~i~uifori=2,...,n, 
(3) u%*u, and either UiL*Ui+l or ui+l A*Ui for i= 1, . . ..n- 1, 
where T’= {(u’+ u’) E T 1 (u’, u’) < (u, u)}. Moreover, if u is R-reduced then we can 
take v,=u. 0 
Suppose S is prefix-free. For a word XE Z* we have an S-irreducible word K which 
is determined by the reduction sequence: 2 = ur y,, (v, yl)* = u2 y2, . . . , (ok yk)^ = K 
with yr ,...,ykeC* and ~,--+u~,...,u~+v~~S. Let V={ulu+u~S} and Vc2) be 
the set of 2-chains as before, that is, Vc2) is the set of pairs (u,x) E Vx_Z’+ such that 
ux is a right minimal R-word. 
For a prefix-free reduced system S, COMPLETE(S) is computed as follows: 
Procedure COMPLETE(S); 
pick up (u,x) in Vc2) with u + v ES such that uxf ox; 
(if such (u,x) does not exist, then return(S);) 
if ux>vx then S=SU {ux-+vx} 
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else if G>ux then S=SU{E+ux} 
return(S); 
Procedure COMPLETE resolves one ambiguity contained in S but COM- 
PLETE(S) may not be prefix-free. So we need to apply Procedure COMPLETE and 
Procedure FACTOROUT alternately to get a complete system. Now, define S, for 
n = 0, 1,2, . . . by 
S,, = FACTOROUT(REDUCE(S)), 
s n + 1 = FACTOROUT(COMPLETE(S,)). 
Moreover, we set 
S,= fi fi S;. 
n=O i=n 
Clearly, S, (n =O, 1,2, . ..) and S, are prefix-free reduced systems. The next two 
theorems show that S, is a complete system equivalent to S over R as desired. 
Theorem 4.6. The systems S,, (n = 0,1,2, . . . ) and S, are equivalent o S over R. 
Proof. It is clear that S, are all equivalent to S. Hence we see Uyzo Si is equivalent 
to S. Since S,C Uz, Si, to show the equivalence of S, and S it suffices to prove 
that u+ UE Uy=, Si implies u a*“. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose 
there is a rule u + u in Uzo Si such that u is not congruent to u modulo s*. 
Suppose u --+ u is the minimal one with respect to the order < among such rules. 
Since u + v is not in S,, there is some m such that u --f u is in S, but not in S, + 1. 
Then, a new rule must be added in the subroutine COMPLETE and u --f u must be 
deleted in the subroutine FACTOROUT. Therefore, by Lemma 4.5 we see that 
S’ 
UC m+l/R * ’ 0, where S~+l={~‘--*v’~S,,,+l ) (u’, u’) < (u, v)}. The minimality of 
(2.4,~) implies u’ - Sw’R *v’for any ~‘+v’~Sh+r, and it follows that us*v. This 
is a contradiction. 0 
The above proof together with Lemma 3 shows the following lemma: 
Lemma 4.7. If a rule u--t v is in UE, Si but not in S,, then there are ul, . . ..u., 
v~,...,v,EL’* such that 
(1) ur=u, ui<ufori=2 ,..., n, v,=vandvi<ufori=l,..., n-l, 
(2) u,Lv, andeitheruiLviorviLuifori=2,...,n, 
(3) either vi A*u, + 1 or ui+ 1 A*vifori=l,...,n-1. 0 
Lemma 4.8. A rule u -+ v is in S,, if and only if there is n 2 0 such that it is in Si 
for all izn and is out of Si for i<n. 
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Proof. If P+UES,-SS,+,, then by Lemma 4.5 we see that for any m>n there is 
a rule ur + ui in S, such that u, is a prefix of u. Then, the u + u is never in S, 
because S, is prefix-free. The assertion follows from this. 0 
Theorem 4.9. The system S, is complete over R. 
Proof. Since S, is reduced and prefix-free, conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 4.1 
are satisfied. Assume condition (3) is not satisfied and let (u,x) be a 2-chain such 
that U-PUES,, ux is a minimal R-word and (ux)~ and ux are not joinable under 
a. We may suppose that for any w, y, z EZ* such that w %*y, w - S-/R z+ z 
and w< ux, the words y and z are joinable under 3 . Since u-+ uES, for all 
sufficiently large n by Lemma 4.8, the rule ux+ ux or ux-+ ux should be added in 
some step in the completion procedure but does not remains in S,. Suppose 
ux+ ux was added. Then by Lemma 4.7, there are ui, . . . , u,, ul, . . . , u, EL’* such 
that either ui s U; or ui s Ui for i = 1, . . . , n, either U; --%* ui+ 1 or Ui+, --%* ui for 
i=l ,..., n-l and Ui, u;<ux<uxfor i=l,..., n, where uI = ux and u, = ux. By the 
assumption any two of ul, . . . , u,, u,, . . . , u, are joinable under w, and hence ux 
and ux are also joinable, but this is a contradiction. q 
Corollary 4.10. Zf S, =S,+, for some n, then S,=S, is a complete system 
equivalent to S over R. 0 
Theorem 4.11. Zf there is a finite complete system T equivalent to S over R such 
that any rule u + u in T satisfies u> u, then S, = S,, , for some n and S, is a 
complete system equivalent to S over R. 
Proof. We may suppose T is reduced, because REDUCE(T) is finite and reduced. 
Let u + u E T, then u > u and u and u are joinable under 3 . Hence, u is not 
&,-irreducible and u has a prefix u1 such that u, + ui is a rule in S, . Let S’ be the 
collection of such rules u, + u1 for all u + u E T. We clain that S’ is a complete 
system over R. On the contrary suppose that there is a pair (x, y) E z* x z* such that 
xa*y and x and y are not joinable under m. In addition, we may suppose 
(x, y) is the minimal among such pairs. Then, x# y, x and y are S//R-irreducible and, 
because T is complete, x and y are joinable under z . Thus one of x and y is 
T-reducible. Hence it must be S/-reducible by the construction of S’. But this is a 
contradiction and we find S’ is complete. Since S’ is a finite subset of S,, S’CS, 
for some n by Lemma 4.8. Thus S, is also complete and S,, = S,, ,. 0 
Suppose a finite system S is given. Theorem 4.11 shows that if there is a finite 
complete system equivalent to S over R, then the following procedure terminates 
and returns a finite complete system which is prefix-free, reduced and equivalent to 
S over R. We say the set V (2) of 2-chains is complete, if for any (u,x) E Vr2) with 
u + 0 ES, ux equals ux. 
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Completion Procedure(S); 
S: = FACTOROUT(REDUCE(S)); 
while Yc2) is not complete do 
S: = FACTOROUT(COMPLETE(S)); 
return(S); 
5. Applications and examples 
Let R be a complete rewriting system over _Z and let M= .Z.*/+-%* and A = MK 
be as before. Let S = {a + 1 1 a ~2). Then S is a complete right rewriting system over 
R and Z*/+---+ R’S * is a trivial M-set with the single element i. The action of M on 
{i} is trivial and K= iK is a trivial A-module. By Theorem 3.1 we have a free 
resolution of the right A-module K. 
We say the monoid M has the property FP, over K, if there is an exact sequence 
of right MK-modules: 
Fn+Fnpi -+...+F,+FO-+K+O, 
where Fi are finitely generated free right MK-modules and K is the trivial MK- 
module. M is called FP, if it is FP, for all n >O. By Theorem 3.1 we can 
strengthen the result of Squier [5] as follows: 
Theorem 5.1. If a monoid admits a presentation by a finite complete rewriting 
system, then it has the property FP, over any commutative ring. 0 
Next we consider the global dimension of rings. Let r(R) be the maximal length 
of chains in the graph r associated with R. 
Theorem 5.2. Let < be a right compatible well order on .Z* and R be a complete 
rewriting system of which rule u + v satisfying u > v. Let K be a field and A = MK 
be the monoid algebra of M=.Z*/A* over K. Then, 
gl . dim A I r(R). 
Proof. It suffices to show that for any right ideal I of A, the cyclic right A-module 
N= A/I admits a free resolution: 
O-+F,+F,_,+... +F,+F,+N+O. (10) 
Let {f,} be a set of generators of I. Let k,u, with k,~ K and u, E_X* be the 
nonzero maximal term of f, with respect to the order <. Consider the right 
rewriting system S = {u, + f,/k, - u,}. In Sections 2 and 3 we considered only 
a right rewriting system in which the right hand side of a rule is a word. How- 
ever, a little modification of our treatment works in the case where the right hand 
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side of a rule is, in general, a linear combination of words over K like f,/k, - u,. 
So, by our completion procedure we have a complete rewriting system S, 
equivalent to S over R. By the method in Section 2 we can construct a free resolution 
of N over A of the form (10). 0 
If r(R) = 1 and R is reduced (the left hand side of any rule in R is not a subword 
of the left hand side of another rule in R), then the left hand side of any rule in 
R is a single letter. In this case, A is isomorphic to a free associative algebra over 
K. When r(R)12 and R is reduced, R is called combinatorially free ([l]). Such a 
system R is always complete, and it gives rise to an algebra A of global dimension 
r2 over a field K. An algebra of global dimension 3 is given in the following: 
Example 5.3. Let Z= {a, 6, c} and R = { ab -+ b, ac -+ b, bc + b} . It is easily checked 
that R is complete. Let S = {a + 1, b -+ 1, c -+ 11. Then, I/= {a, b, c], Vc2) = 
{(a, b), (a, c), (b, c)}, Vc3’ = {(a, b, c)} and Yr4) = 0, and we have a resolution of K: 
0 + 1/(3)/j -A 1/(2)/l 4 ----&ALA & -K-O, 
where 6; are given as 
d,(a)=a- 1, 61(b)=b- 1, 6,(c)=c- 1, 
d,(a,b)=a@b, 6,(a,c)=a@c-b@l+c@l, 
d,(b,c)=b@c-b@ 1 +c@ 1, 
d,(a,b,c)=(a,b)@(c- 1). 
From this resolution we have 
Tor;‘(K, K) = Ker(B3 0 1) G K, 
because 8s 0 1 : Vc3)A @K---t V (2)A 0 K is a zero map. This implies proj . dim K = 3 
and gl . dim A = 3, if K is a field. Let us consider two other right rewriting systems 
S, = {c+ l} and S2 = {b -+ a}. As is easily seen, they are complete over R. Let 
N, =z*/S1/R =A/(c- l)A, N,=_Z*/=5 =A/(&a)A, B,=N,K and B,= 
N2K. Then we have resolutions of the right A-modules B1 and B2 as 
4 
o- V,A-A- ’ B 1-0, 
o- v, 
62 @)A - 61 V*A-A LB,-0, 
where Vi={c}, V2={6}, V,‘2’={(b,~)} and &(b, c) = b@c. Hence we see that 
Tort(B1,K)=K and Torf(B2,K1)=K1, where K1 =A/(Aa+Ab+Ac). Therefore, 
proj . dim B, = 1 and proj . dim B2 = 2. 
Next we consider the case where R is a singleton {w + w’}. The word w is called 
aperiodic, if no proper prefix of w is equal to a suffix of w. If w is aperiodic, then 
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R = {w--t w’} is combinatorially free. On the other hand if w is not aperiodic, then 
w=uvu with aperiodic UE_Z” and VE_Z+. 
Example 5.4. Let R = {uvu + up}, where p> 1, u, v EL’+, u is aperiodic and is not 
a subword of v. Then, uvuvu is a unique overlapping in R and is resolvable. Hence 
R is a complete rewriting system. Let S = {a + 1 1 a EL?}. Then I’(‘) =.Z and for 
n > 1, V’“’ is a singleton {e,} for II > 1, where 
e,=(a,u’vu,vu ,..., vu), 
nV2 
a is the first letter of u and u = au’. We have a resolution of K of infinite length: 
. . . - V’“‘A 2!+ I/(“P’)A 
62 4 
- . . . --f I/ @)A -VA-A-K-O, 
where 6, are given as 
and 
for n23. Hence, S,@l : V(“)@K+ V @- “0 K are zero and Tort (K, K) = K for 
~223, and we find that gl.dimA=oo. 
It should be mentioned that r(R) is not always equal to the global dimension of 
AevenincaseKisafield.Let~={a,b}andR={ab-t1,ba~1}.ThenRisacom- 
plete rewriting system with r(R) = 00. However, gl . dim A = 1, when K is a field. In 
fact, A is the group ring of the infinite cyclic group over K. 
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